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Abstract

Generalized proxy signcryption (GPSC) can realize both
proxy signature and proxy signcryption with only one key
pair and one algorithm, which significantly improves the
efficiency of a system with a large number of users, or
with limited storage space, or whose functions may be
changed. In this paper, we propose an identity-based
GPSC scheme in the random oracle model by using bilin-
ear pairings. Our scheme can perform public verification
in proxy signcryption mode, resist proxy key exposure at-
tacks, resist insider attacks and support self-delegation.
What is more, it needs no secure channel between the
original person and the proxy person. Under the adap-
tive chosen ciphertext, chosen identity and chosen warrant
attacks, the confidentiality of our scheme can be reduced
to the GBDH hard problem. Under the adaptive chosen
message, chosen identity and chosen warrant attacks, the
unforgeability of our scheme can be reduced to the GDH ′

hard problem. We compare our scheme in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, and the results show
that it is practical.

Keywords: Bilinear Pairing; Generalized Proxy Signcryp-
tion; Proxy Signature; Proxy Signcryption

1 Introduction

In the traditional public key cryptosystem [23], a user’s
public key is an arbitrary string. Therefore, it needs a
trusted third party - certificate authority (CA) to issue a
certificate to bind the public key with the user’s identity.
However, the cost of certificate management is considered
to be very high.

The identity-based public key cryptosystem [24, 9] uses
an e-mail address or a telephone number etc. to represent
a user’s public key, so there is no need for a public key
certificate to bind the public key with the user’s identity.
In this way, the cost of public key management is greatly

reduced.

Signcryption [17] can realize encryption and authenti-
cation in a single logic step in an efficient way, so it is
very suitable for resource-constrained systems.

Proxy signature [4, 14, 10] allows a designated proxy
signer to sign documents on behalf of the original signer
when the latter was absent. When the documents must
be kept secret, proxy signcryption [18, 16] can be used
instead.

Proxy signature and proxy signcryption are two sepa-
rate cryptographic primitives. If a person is designated
by an original person to be both a proxy signer and a
proxy signcrypter, he/she must use two algorithms and
two key pairs to realize the two functions. If we can use
only one algorithm and one key pair, that will save the
storage space, simplify the key management and reduce
the cost of changing system functions.

In 2016, by reference to the concept of generalized sign-
cription [32], Zhou [31] introduced a new concept of gen-
eralized proxy signcryption, which can realize both proxy
signature and proxy signcryption with only one key pair
and one algorithm. The algorithm can work in two modes
- proxy signature mode and proxy signcryption mode. If
the receiver’s identity is set to null, which is used as the
input of the algorithm, the algorithm will run in proxy
signature mode; else it will run in proxy signcryption
mode. In the same paper, a concrete identity-based GPSC
scheme in the standard model was also presented.

In this paper, we propose an identity-based GPSC
scheme in the random oracle model by using bilinear pair-
ings. Then, we prove the confidentiality of our scheme
in proxy signcryption mode under the GBDH hard as-
sumption and the unforgeability in proxy signature and
proxy signcryption modes under the GDH ′ hard assump-
tion. At last, we compare our scheme in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, and the results show
that our scheme is practical.

Our scheme has the following merits. First, it can be
verified publicly in proxy signcryption mode. Public ver-
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ification is very useful in the scenario where the firewall
first verifies the validity of the ciphertexts and only al-
lows valid ciphertexts to pass through to the receiver. It
prevents the receiver from unnecessarily using their re-
sources to decrypt the invalid ciphertexts. Second, our
scheme can resist proxy key exposure attacks [20]. Proxy
key is often used in a potentially hostile environment,
where it can be easily exposed, but such exposure must
not leak any information about the long term private key.
Third, our scheme supports self-delegation. Through self-
delegation, the user can avoid using the long term private
key in some situations, reducing the exposure risk of long
term private key. Fourth, there is no need for a secure
channel between the original person and the proxy per-
son, which reduces the cost of system implementation.
Fifth, our scheme can resist insider attacks. An inside
attacker refers to the original person, the proxy person or
the receiver. Even with their own private keys, the inside
attackers still cannot breach the security of the scheme.
Sixth, our scheme is very suitable for a system whose
functions may be changed. Consider the following sce-
nario: Previously a system only had the proxy signature
function. Due to some reasons, it needs to add the proxy
signcryption function. If we use the traditional method,
the system must be re-programmed and re-deployed, and
everyone in the system will be given a new key pair for
the added proxy signcryption function, which will increase
the cost of key management and the storage space of the
system. However, for our scheme, we only need to let it
run in proxy signcrytion mode and the added function will
be realized. In this case, the system does not need to be
re-programmed and re-deployed, and the total number of
keys remains the same. Thus, the cost of key management
and the storage space are saved. Reducing the cost of key
management is of great practical significance. It is just
due to the costly key management that the traditional
public key cryptosystem has not been widely applied.

Generalized proxy signcryption can have many prac-
tical applications. For example, a person delegates a
mobile agent to buy some goods or services on the In-
ternet for himself/herself. For some sensitive messages,
the mobile agent can use proxy signcryption, while for
others it can use proxy signature. As another example,
a general manager of a company delegates his/her sign-
ing/signcryption rights to his/her secretary for a period of
time when he/she is on vacation. For sensitive messages,
the secretary can use proxy signcryption, and for others,
she can use proxy signature. Both the mobile agent and
the secretary only need to keep one key pair and use one
algorithm in the above two examples.

1.1 Related Works

Generalized signcryption was first introduced by Han et
al. [8] in 2006, in which encryption, signature and sign-
cryption share one key pair and one algorithm for the
purpose of saving the storage space of keys and programs,
simplifying key management and deployment of the sys-

tem, and reducing the time spent in verifying the keys.
Following Han et al.’s work, Wang et al. [26] pointed out
some security flaws in scheme [8] and improved it, and
gave a security model for generalized signcryption scheme
for the first time in 2007. Lal and Kushwah [13] first gave
the security model of identity-based generalized signcryp-
tion and a concrete scheme in 2008. Yu et al. [29] pointed
out that the security model introduced in scheme [13] is
not complete, and gave a new security model and a con-
crete provably secure scheme in 2010. In the same year,
Kushwah and Lal [12] simplified the security model in-
troduced in scheme [29], and proposed a more efficient
identity-based generalized signcryption scheme. Han and
Gui [7] proposed a multi-receiver generalized signcryption
scheme in 2009. Ji et al. [11] gave for the first time a cer-
tificateless generalized signcryption scheme and security
model in 2010. In the same year, Kushwah and Lal [12]
pointed out that scheme [11] is insecure and proposed
a new scheme. Zhou et al. [32] proposed a new certifi-
cateless generalized signcryption scheme which is secure
against the malicious-but-passive key generation center
attacks [1] in 2014. Wei et al. [27] proposed an identity-
based generalized signcryption scheme in the standard
model and applied it in big data security in 2015. In the
same year, Zhou [30] pointed out that the multi-receiver
generalized signcryption scheme [7] is insecure and im-
proved it and Han et al. [6] proposed a generalized sign-
cryption scheme in the attribute-based setting. Shen et
al. [21] proposed an identity-based generalized signcryp-
tion scheme in the standard model in 2017.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the concept of bilinear pairing and
some complexity assumptions. In Section 3, we describe
the formal definition and security model of GPSC. In
Section 4, we propose an efficient identity-based GPSC
scheme in the random oracle model. In Section 5, we dis-
cuss the security and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let (G1,+) and (G2, ·) be two cyclic groups of prime order
q, and g be a generator of G1. The map e : G1×G1 → G2

is said to be an admissible bilinear pairing if the following
three conditions hold.

1) Bilinearity: for all a, b ∈ Zq, P,Q ∈ G1, we have
e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1G2
.

3) Computability: for all P,Q ∈ G1, there exists an
efficient algorithm to compute e(P,Q).
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2.2 Complexity Assumptions

1) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem: Given
(P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for unknown a, b, c ∈ Zq, one
must compute e(P, P )abc. The advantage of any
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A
in solving the BDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is de-
fined to be: ADV BDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP ) =
e(P, P )abc, a, b, c ∈ Zq]. BDH assumption: For ev-
ery PPT algorithm A, ADV BDHA is negligible.

2) Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Problem:
Given (P, aP, bP, cP, T ) ∈ G4

1 × G2 for unknown
a, b, c ∈ Zq, one must decide whether T = e(P, P )abc.
The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving
the DBDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is defined to be:
ADV DBDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP, T ) = 1, a, b, c ∈
Zq] − Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP, e(P, P )abc) = 1, a, b, c ∈
Zq]. DBDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm
A, ADV DBDHA is negligible.

3) Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (GBDH) Problem [2]:
Given (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for unknown a, b, c ∈ Zq,
one must compute e(P, P )abc with the help of a
DBDH oracle. The advantage of any PPT algorithm
A in solving the GBDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is de-
fined to be: ADV GBDHA = Pr[Ao(P, aP, bP, cP ) =
e(P, P )abc, a, b, c ∈ Zq], where o denotes a DBDH or-
acle. GBDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm
A, ADV GBDHA is negligible.

4) Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:
Given (P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for unknown a, b ∈ Zq, one
must compute abP . The advantage of any PPT algo-
rithm A in solving the CDH problem in G1 is defined
to be: ADV CDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP ) = abP, a, b ∈
Zq]. CDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm A,
ADV CDHA is negligible.

5) Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH ′) Problem [2]: Given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for unknown a, b ∈ Zq, one must
compute abP with the help of a DBDH oracle.
The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving
the GDH ′ problem in (G1, G2, e) is defined to be:
ADV GDH

′

A = Pr[Ao(P, aP, bP ) = abP, a, b ∈ Zq],
where o denotes a DBDH oracle. GDH ′ assumption:
For every PPT algorithm A, ADV GDH

′

A is negligible.

3 Formal Definition and Security
Model of Identity-based Gener-
alized Proxy Signcryption

3.1 Formal Definition

An identity-based GPSC scheme consists of the follow-
ing six algorithms, involving the original person IDA, the
proxy person IDP and the receiver IDR (IDR may be
null):

1) Setup(1k): Given a security parameter 1k, the pri-
vate key generator (PKG) generates a master private
key s and a common parameter params. params are
public to all. PKG keeps the private key s secret.

2) Extraction(params, s, IDi): On input params, the
PKG uses s to generate a private key Di for user IDi,
and then he/she sends it to the user securely.

3) Delegation(params,DA,mw): On input params, an
original person’s private key DA and a warrant mw

(which includes the delegation period, the identities
of original person and proxy person and the types of
delegated messages, etc.), the original person outputs
a delegation σ and sends {σ,mw} to the proxy person
IDP .

4) ProxyKey−generation(params,mw, σ,DP ): On in-
put params, a warrant mw, a delegation σ and a
proxy person’s private key DP , the proxy person pro-
duces a proxy key SKP .

5) GPSC(params,m,mw, SKP , IDR): This algorithm
has two modes: proxy signature mode and proxy
signcryption mode.

Proxy-signature mode: If the input to the receiver’s
identity IDR is null, it will run in this mode. Other
inputs are the message m, the params, the warrant
mw and the proxy key SKP . The proxy signer pro-
duces a signature σP .

Proxy-signcryption mode: If the input to the re-
ceiver’s identity IDR is not null, it will run in this
mode. Other inputs are the message m, the params,
the warrant mw and the proxy key SKP . The proxy
signcrypter produces a ciphertext σP .

6) UN-GPSC: This algorithm also has two modes:
proxy signature verification mode and proxy un-
signcryption mode.

Proxy-signature verification mode (params, mw, σP ,
IDR): If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is
null, it will run in this mode. Any person can verify
the validity of the proxy signature σP . If it is correct,
the proxy signature will be accepted.

Proxy-unsigncrytion mode (params, mw, σP , IDR,
DR): If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is
not null, it will run in this mode. The receiver IDR

uses his/her private key DR to recover the message
m or an invalid symbol ⊥.

For consistency, we require if σP = GPSC(params, m,
mw, SKP , IDR), then UN − GPSC(params, mw, σP )
= true when IDR is null or UN − GPSC(params, mw,
σP , IDR, DR) = m when IDR is not null.

3.2 Security Model of Identity-based
Generalized Proxy Signcryption

When the scheme run in proxy signcryption mode, it has
confidentiality security. The following security model [31]
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considers proxy key exposure attacks, insider attacks and
self-delegation.

Definition 1. (confidentiality, proxy signcryption mode)

An identity-based GPSC scheme is semantically se-
cure against the adaptive chosen ciphertext, chosen iden-
tity and chosen warrant attacks (IND-IB-GPSC-CCA for
short) in proxy signcryption mode if no PPT adversary A
has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup: The challenger C runs the setup algorithm to
generate a master private key s and a common pa-
rameter params. C gives params to A and keeps s
secret.

Phase 1: A can make the following polynomially bounded
number of queries.

1) Extraction queries: A produces an identity IDi.
C runs the extraction algorithm to produce a Di

and returns it to A.

2) Delegation queries: A produces a warrant mw,
a proxy identity IDP and an original identity
IDA. C runs the delegation algorithm to pro-
duce a σ and returns (σ,mw) to A. Here the del-
egation may be a self-delegation, i.e., the iden-
tity IDP may be equal to the identity IDA.

3) ProxyKey queries: A produces a proxy identity
IDP . C runs the proxy key generation algo-
rithm to produce a SKP and returns it to A.

4) GPSC queries: A produces a message m, a war-
rant mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy
identity IDP and a receiver’s identity IDR.
Here if IDR is null, it is equal to a proxy sig-
nature query or else it is equal to a proxy sign-
cryption query. C runs the GPSC algorithm to
produce a signature or a ciphertext σP to A.

5) UN-GPSC queries: A produces a σP , a warrant
mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy iden-
tity IDP and a receiver’s identity IDR. Here
if IDR is null, it is equal to a proxy signature
verification query or else it is equal to a proxy
un-signcryption query. If it is a proxy signa-
ture verification query, C runs the UN-GPSC
algorithm to return true or false to A. If it is
a proxy un-signcryption query, C runs the UN-
GPSC algorithm to return the plaintext m or an
invalid symbol ⊥ to A.

Challenge: The attacker A selects two different mes-
sages m0,m1 with equal length, a warrant m∗w, and
three challenge identities ID∗A, ID∗P and ID∗R ( ID∗R
must not be null). Here A has not made the extrac-
tion query to identity ID∗R. C randomly selects a bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, computes the mb’s proxy signcryption ci-
phertext σ∗P on (m∗w, ID

∗
A, ID

∗
P , ID

∗
R), and gives it

to A.

Phase 2: The attacker A can adaptively make a se-
ries of queries as in the Phase 1, but he/she can-
not make extraction query of identity ID∗R nor can
he/she make proxy un-signcryption query to σ∗P un-
der (m∗w, ID

∗
A, ID

∗
P , ID

∗
R).

Guess: When the attacker A wants to end the game,
he/she must give his/her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} . If b′ = b,
he/she wins the game.

The advantage of the adversary A is defined as:
AdvIND−IB−GPSC−CCA(A) := 2Pr[b′ = b]− 1.

Note 1. The attacker A is allowed to make a query about
the private key of the original person or the proxy person
in the Challenge stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

When the scheme run in proxy signature mode or proxy
signcryption mode, it has unforgeability security. In the
following security model [31], it considers proxy key ex-
posure attacks, insider attacks and self-delegation.

Definition 2. (unforgeability, both modes) An identity-
based GPSC scheme is existentially unforgeable against
the adaptive chosen message, chosen identity and chosen
warrant attacks (EUF-IB-GPSC-CMA for short) in proxy
signature mode or proxy signcryption mode if no PPT ad-
versary A has a non-negligible advantage in the following
game:

Setup: Same as in the confidentiality game.

Attack: Same as in the confidentiality game.

Forgery: If any one of the following events occurs, A
wins the game.

1) The attacker A outputs a forged delegation σ∗

on (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w). He/she has not made the

delegation query of (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w) or extrac-

tion query of ID∗A, and σ∗ can pass the delega-
tion verification. Here the identity ID∗P may
be equal to the identity ID∗A (it means self-
delegation).

2) The attacker A pretends to be a proxy person
ID∗P to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption)
on (ID∗A, ID

∗
R,m

∗
w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not

the output of GPSC query, A has not made ex-
traction query or proxy key query of ID∗P , and
σ∗P can pass the validation of UN-GPSC.

Note 2. The attacker A is allowed to make a
query about the private key of the original per-
son or the receiver (if ID∗R is not null) in the
Forgery stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

3) The attacker A pretends to be an original per-
son ID∗A to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption)
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on (ID∗P , ID
∗
R,m

∗
w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not

the output of GPSC query. A does not make the
delegation query with (ID∗A, ID

∗
P ,m

∗
w), the ex-

traction query with ID∗A or the proxy key query
with ID∗P , and σ∗P can pass the validation of
UN-GPSC.

Note 3. The attacker A is allowed to make a
query about the private key of the proxy per-
son or the receiver (if ID∗R is not null) in the
Forgery stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

A’s advantage is its probability of victory.

Note 4. In the above Forgery stage, ID∗R may be null.
If ID∗R is null, it runs in proxy-signature mode or else it
runs in proxy-signcryption mode. So the two modes share
the same game.

4 An Identity-based Generalized
Proxy Signcryption Scheme

Based on Yoon et al.’s [28] identity-based signature
scheme, we give out our identity-based GPSC scheme.

4.1 The Concrete Scheme

Setup: Given a security parameter k, the PKG chooses
an additive cyclic group G1, a multiplicative cyclic
group G2, a generator P of G1, a bilinear pairing
e : G1 × G1 → G2 and four secure hash func-
tions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗1, H2, H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,
H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}m. m represents the bit length
of a message. G1 and G2 have the same prime or-
der q. The PKG randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗q as the
master private key, and computes Ppub = sP as the
master public key. Let ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ be an iden-
tity of a user. The PKG defines a function f(ID):
If ID ∈ null then f(ID) = 0; else f(ID) = 1.
The PKG publishes the system public parameters as
{e,G1, G2, P, Ppub,m,H1, H2, H3, H4, f}, and keeps
the master private key s secret.

Extraction: Given an identity IDi of a user i, the PKG
computes the user’s private key as Di = sH1(IDi) =
sQi.

Delegation: The original person IDA first generates a
warrant mw, which records the identities and pub-
lic keys of original person and proxy person, the
type and scope of messages, the time period and
so on. IDA randomly selects kA ∈ Z∗q , and com-
putes RA = kA · P , hA = H2(mw, RA) and VA =
hADA+kAQA. The delegation is σ = (mw, RA, VA).
IDA transmits σ = (mw, RA, VA) to IDP publicly.
IDP can verify it through the equation e(VA, P ) =
e(QA, hAPpub + RA). If σ is valid, IDP accepts it;
else σ is re-produced.

Proxy-Key Generation: IDP randomly selects kP ∈
Z∗q , and computes RP = kP · P , hP = H2(mw, RP )
and VP = hPDP + kPQP . At last, the proxy key is
SKP = VP + VA.

GPSC: Let M ∈ {0, 1}m and tag ∈ {0, 1}. The proxy
person IDP first computes f(IDR). If f(IDR) = 0
then tag = 0; else tag = 1. IDP randomly selects
t ∈ Z∗q , and computes R = tP , T = e(Ppub, QR)t·tag,
h3 = tag ·H3(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA), C = M⊕h3,
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, IDR, QR) and X = h4 · SKP +
t(QA + QP ). At last, the ciphertext is σP =
(mw, R, C,X,RA, RP , tag).

UN-GPSC:

1) tag = 0. σP = (mw, R, C = M,X,RA, RP , tag)
is a proxy signature. Anyone can compute
hA = H2(mw, RA), hP = H2(mw, RP ) and
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, null, null), and then veri-
fies the equation e(X,P ) = e(QP , h4hPPpub +
h4RP + R)e(QA, h4hAPpub + h4RA + R). If it
holds true, IDP accepts it; else he/she rejects
it.

2) tag = 1. σP = (mw, R, C,X,RA, RP , tag)
is a proxy signcryption. IDR can compute
hA = H2(mw, RA), hP = H2(mw, RP ) and
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, IDR, QR), and then veri-
fies the equation e(X,P ) = e(QP , h4hPPpub +
h4RP + R)e(QA, h4hAPpub + h4RA + R). If it
does not hold true, IDP rejects it; else he/she
accepts it and recovers the message M = C ⊕
H3(R, e(R,DR), IDP , QP , IDA, QA).

4.2 Adaptation

The scheme is an adaptive one and able to switch to two
different modes according to the receivers identity IDR.
If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is null, it will
work in proxy signature mode or else it will work in proxy
signcryption mode. So the two modes share the same
algorithm, so we can use the same key pair to proxy-sign
or proxy-signcrypt documents.
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5 Analysis of the Proposed
Scheme

5.1 Correctness

e(X,P ) = e(h4 · SKP + t(QA +QP ), P )

= e(h4 · (hPDP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA)

+t(QA +QP ), P )

= e(QP , h4hPPpub + h4RP +R)e(QA, h4hAPpub

+h4RA +R)

T = e(Ppub, QR)t

= e(tP, sQR)

= e(R,DR).

5.2 Semantic Security

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, if there is a
PPT attacker A with a non-negligible advantage ε against
the IND-IB-GPSC-CCA security of our scheme running
in proxy signcryption mode in time T and performing
at most qE extraction queries, qSKP

proxy key queries,
qDE delegation queries, qGPSC GPSC queries, qUN−GPSC
UN-GPSC queries, qH1

H1 queries, qH2
H2 queries, qH3

H3 queries and qH4 H4 queries, then the GBDH prob-
lem can be solved with probability ε′ ≥ ε · 1/qH1 · (1 −
1/qH1

)·(1−qUN−GPSC/2k) in time T ′ ≤ T+O((qGPSC+
qUN−GPSC+qE+qSKP

+qDE)·tm+qGPSC ·te+(qGPSC+
qUN−GPSC) · tp), where tm, te and tp represent the time
for a scalar multiplication on G1, an exponentiation on
G2 and a pairing operation, respectively.

Proof. Our proof is partially similar to scheme [2]. Chal-
lenger C is given (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for random a, b, c ∈
Z∗q . C does not know the values of a, b and c, and is asked

to compute e(P, P )abc with the help of a DBDH oracle.
To utilize adversary A, challenger C will simulate all the
oracles defined in Definition 1. C maintains four lists L1,
L2, L3 and L4, which are initially empty. We assume all
queries in the following are distinct and A will ask for
H1(ID) before ID is used in any other queries. In the
beginning, C gives the system parameters params to A
with Ppub = aP and he/she randomly selects a number
θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1}.

H1 queries: On the i-th query ID, if i 6= θ, C randomly
selects x ∈ Z∗q and repeats the process until x is not in
list L1 and sets QID = xP . Then C stores (i, ID, x)
in list L1 and returns QID to A. Otherwise, C stores
(θ, ID,−) in list L1 and returns Qθ = bP to A.

H2 queries: A supplies an item (mw, RID). C randomly
selects h2 ∈ Z∗q and repeats the process until h2 is
not in list L2. C stores the item (mw, RID, h2) in list
L2, and returns h2 to A.

H4 queries: A supplies an item (mw, C,R, IDR, QR).
C randomly selects h4 and repeats the process

until h4 is not in list L4. C stores the item
(mw, C,R, IDR, QR, h4) in list L4, and returns h4 to
A.

H3 queries: A supplies an item (R, T , IDP , QP , IDA,
QA). C does the following.

1) C checks if the DBDH oracle returns 1 when
queried with the tuple (aP, bP, cP, T ). If it does,
C returns T and stops.

2) Otherwise, C goes through list L3 with entries
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3), so that for differ-
ent values of h3, the DBDH oracle returns 1
when queried on the tuple (aP, bP, cP, T ). If
such a tuple exists, C returns h3 and replaces
the symbol * with T .

3) Otherwise, C randomly selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and
repeats the process until h3 is not in list L3. C
stores the item (R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) in
list L3, and returns h3 to A.

Extraction queries: A supplies an identity ID. C
searches in list L1 on ID and obtains (i, ID, x). If
i = θ, then C outputs failure and aborts. Otherwise,
C returns x(aP ).

Delegation queries: A produces a warrant mw, a proxy
identity IDP and an original identity IDA.

1) IDA 6= IDθ. C runs the delegation algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDA.

2) IDA = IDθ. C produces the delegation as fol-
lows.

a. Randomly selects k, hA ∈ Z∗q and computes
VA = kQA and RA = kP − hAPpub.

b. Saves the item (mw, RA, hA) to list L2. If
a collision occurs in list L2, C repeats the
Step (a).

c. Outputs the delegation σ = (mw, RA, VA)
to IDP .

Here the delegation may be a self-delegation, i.e., the
identity IDP may be equal to the identity IDA.

Proxy-Key queries: A produces a warrantmw, a proxy
identity IDP and an original identity IDA. C first
runs delegation query to get VA.

1) IDP 6= IDθ. C runs the proxy-key algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDP .

2) IDP = IDθ. C produces the proxy-key as fol-
lows.

a. Randomly selects k, hP ∈ Z∗q and computes
VP = kQP and RP = kP − hPPpub.

b. Saves the item (mw, RP , hP ) to list L2. If
a collision occurs in list L2, C repeats the
Step (a).
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c. Outputs the proxy-key SKP = VP + VA.

GPSC queries: A produces a message m, a warrant
mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy identity IDP

and a receiver’s identity IDR. Here if IDR is null,
it is equal to a proxy signature query or else it is
equal to a proxy signcryption query. C first makes a
proxy-key query to get IDP ’s proxy key, then runs
the GPSC algorithm as normal to produce a signa-
ture or a ciphertext σP to A.

UN-GPSC queries: A produces a σP , a warrant mw,
an original identity IDA, a proxy identity IDP and a
receiver’s identity IDR. If IDR is null, it is equal to
a proxy signature verification query or else it is equal
to a proxy un-signcryption query. If it is a proxy
signature verification query, it just needs public pa-
rameters. If it is a proxy un-signcryption query, we
consider two cases:

1) IDR 6= IDθ. C runs the UN-GPSC algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDR.

2) IDR = IDθ. C first runs the verification part
of the UN-GPSC algorithm, which just needs
public parameters. If the verification does not
succeed, C returns ⊥. Otherwise, it means the
verification of the UN-GPSC algorithm holds
true. In this situation, C checks if a tuple
(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) exists in list L3,
so that for some T , the DBDH oracle returns
1 when queried on (aP, bP,R, T ). If such a
tuple exists, C recovers the message m using
the hash value h3. Otherwise, C randomly
selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and repeats the process
until h3 is not in list L3. C stores the item
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA) in list L3 and recov-
ers the message m using the hash value h3. The
symbol * denotes an unknown value of pairing.

At last, attacker A selects two different messages M0,M1

with equal length, a warrant m∗w, and three challenge
identities ID∗A, ID∗P and ID∗R ( ID∗R must not be
null). If ID∗R 6= IDθ, C outputs failure and aborts;
otherwise C proceeds to construct a challenge as fol-
lows. C selects a random b ∈ {0, 1} and a random
hash h∗3 ∈ {0, 1}m, and sets R∗ = cP and C∗ = h∗3 ⊕
Mb. Then C makes a delegation query to get (R∗A, V

∗
A),

makes a proxy-key query to get (R∗P , SK
∗
P ), makes H4

query on the tuple (m∗w, C
∗, R∗, ID∗R, Q

∗
R = bP ) to get

h∗4 and computes X∗ = h∗4 · SK∗P + (x∗A + x∗P )(cP )
(Q∗A = x∗AP,Q

∗
P = x∗PP, x

∗
A, x

∗
P can be obtained from

list L1). At last, the challenge ciphertext is σ∗P =
(m∗w, R

∗, C∗, X∗, R∗A, R
∗
P , tag = 1).

In the second stage of the confidentiality game, A can
adaptively make a series of queries like before with the
restrictions as in Definition 1. At last, Amust give his/her
guess. A cannot find out that σ∗P is not a valid ciphertext
unless he/she asks for the hash value of H3(R∗ = cP, T =

e(P, P )abc, ID∗P , Q
∗
P , ID

∗
A, Q

∗
A). If this happens, C will

solve the GDBH problem due to the first step ofH3 oracle.
Now, we assess the probability of success. In the Chal-

lenge stage, the probability that ID∗R = IDθ is 1/qH1
.

The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1 . In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
The time complexity of C depends on the scalar mul-

tiplication on G1, the exponentiation on G2 and pairing
operations needed in all the above queries. The extraction
queries, delegation queries and proxy-key queries need
O(1) scalar multiplications on G1. The GPSC queries
need O(1) scalar multiplications on G1, O(1) exponenti-
ation on G2 and O(1) pairings. The UN-GRSC queries
need O(1) scalar multiplications on G1 and O(1) pair-
ings.

5.3 Unforgeability

Theorem 2. In the random oracle model, if there is a
PPT attacker A with a non-negligible advantage against
the EUF-IB-GPSC-CMA security of our scheme running
in proxy signature mode or proxy signcryption mode in
polynomial time and performing at most qE extraction
queries, qSKP

proxy key queries, qDE delegation queries,
qGPSC GPSC queries, qUN−GPSC UN-GPSC queries, qH1

H1 queries, qH2
H2 queries, qH3

H3 queries and qH4
H4

queries, then the GDH ′ problem can be solved with a non-
negligible advantage in a polynomial time.

This theorem follows from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

Lemma 1. If A can forge a delegation of our scheme with
a non-negligible advantage ε ≥ 10(qH1

+qDE)(qDE+1)/2k

in polynomial time t, then the GDH ′ problem can be
solved with probability ε′ ≥ 1/9 · 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) ·

(1 − qUN−GPSC/2
k) in time t′ ≤ 23qH2(t + (qGPSC +

4qUN−GPSC)te)/ε, where te represents the time for a
pairing operation.

Lemma 2. If A can pretend to be a proxy person to forge
our scheme (which may be a proxy signature or proxy sign-
cryption) with a non-negligible advantage ε in polynomial
time t, then the GDH ′ problem can be solved with prob-
ability ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) · (1 − qUN−GPSC/2

k) ·
(ε3/(qH2

+ qH4
)6 − 3/2k)ε in time t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC +

4qUN−GPSC)te, where te represents the time for a pair-
ing operation.

Lemma 3. If A can pretend to be an original per-
son to forge our scheme (which may be a proxy signa-
ture or proxy signcryption) with a non-negligible advan-
tage ε in polynomial time t, then the GDH ′ problem
can be solved with probability ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) ·

(1 − qUN−GPSC/2k) · (ε3/(qH2
+ qH4

)6 − 3/2k)ε in time
t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC + 4qUN−GPSC)te, where te represents
the time for a pairing operation.

Proof. (Lemma 1) Suppose challenger C is given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for random a, b ∈ Z∗q . C does not know
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the values of a and b, and is asked to compute abP with
the help of a DBDH oracle. To utilize adversary A, chal-
lenger C will simulate all the oracles defined in Definition
2. C maintains four lists L1, L2, L3 and L4, which are
initially empty. We assume all queries in the following are
distinct and A will ask for H1(ID) before ID is used in
any other queries. In the beginning, C gives the system
parameters params to A with Ppub = aP and randomly
selects a number θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1

}.
The H1, H2, H4, extraction, delegation, proxy-key,

GPSC and UN-GPSC queries are the same as in The-
orem 1.

H3 queries: A supplies an item
(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA). C does the follow-
ing.

1) C goes through list L3 with entries
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3), so that for
different values of h3, the DBDH oracle returns
1 when queried on the tuple (aP, bP,R, T ). If
such a tuple exists, C returns h3 and replaces
the symbol * with T .

2) Otherwise, C randomly selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and
repeats the process until h3 is not in list L3. C
stores the item (R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) in
list L3, and returns h3 to A.

At last, attacker A outputs a forged delegation σ∗ on
(ID∗A, ID

∗
P ,m

∗
w). He/she does not make delegation query

with (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w, σ

∗) or extraction query with ID∗A,
and σ∗ can pass the delegation verification. Here the iden-
tity ID∗P may be equal to the identity ID∗A (it means
self-delegation). If ID∗A 6= IDθ, C outputs failure and
stops. Otherwise, we suppose the forged delegation is
σ∗ = (m∗w, R

∗
A, V

∗
A). According to the forking lemma [19],

we can get two valid delegations σ∗ = (m∗w, R
∗
A, V

∗
A)

and σ′ = (m∗w, R
′
A, V

′
A), so that V ∗A = h∗AD

∗
A + k∗AQ

∗
A,

V ′A = h′AD
∗
A + k∗AQ

∗
A and h∗A = H∗2 (m∗w, R

∗
A) 6= h′A =

H ′2(m∗w, R
∗
A). Therefore we can get V ∗A − V ′A = (h∗A −

h′A)D∗A = (h∗A − h′A) · abP and abP = (V ∗A − V ′A)(h∗A −
h′A)−1.

Now, we assess the probability of success. In the
forgery stage, the probability that ID∗A = IDθ is 1/qH1 .
The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1

. In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
Combined with the forking lemma, the probability of C
success is ε′ ≥ 1/9·1/qH1 ·(1−1/qH1)·(1−qUN−GPSC/2k).

In terms of the time complexity, GPSC needs one
pairing operation and UN-GPSC needs four pairing
operations. Combined with the forking lemma, the
running time of C is t′ ≤ 23qH2

(t + (qGPSC +
4qUN−GPSC)te)/ε.

Proof. (Lemma 2) Suppose challenger C is given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for random a, b ∈ Z∗q . C does not know
the values of a and b, and is asked to compute abP with

the help of a DBDH oracle. To utilize adversary A, chal-
lenger C will simulate all the oracles defined in Definition
2. C maintains four lists L1, L2, L3 and L4, which are
initially empty. We assume all queries in the following are
distinct and A will ask for H1(ID) before ID is used in
any other queries. In the beginning, C gives the system
parameters params to A with Ppub = aP and randomly
selects a number θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1

}.
The H1, H2, H3, H4, extraction, delegation, proxy-key,

GPSC and UN-GPSC queries are the same as in Lemma 1.
At last, attacker A pretends to be a proxy per-

son ID∗P to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption) on
(ID∗A, ID

∗
R,m

∗,m∗w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not the out-
put of a GPSC query. A does not make extraction query
or proxy key query on ID∗P , and σ∗P can pass the vali-
dation of UN-GPSC. If ID∗P 6= IDθ, C outputs failure
and stops. Otherwise, we suppose the forged ciphertext
is σ∗P = (m∗w, R

∗, C∗, X∗, R∗A, R
∗
P , tag). According to the

multiple-forking lemma [3], with the same inputs and dif-
ferent oracle instance to H2 and H4, we can get 4 forged
signatures

σ
(1)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(1), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(2)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(2), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(3)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(3), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(4)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(4), R∗A, R

∗
P ).

Let h
(1)
P and h

(2)
P be two different hash values of H2,

and h
(1)
4 , h

(2)
4 , h

(3)
4 and h

(4)
4 be four different hash values

of H4. We have

X(1) = h
(1)
4 · (h(1)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(2) = h
(2)
4 · (h(1)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(3) = h
(3)
4 · (h(2)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(4) = h
(4)
4 · (h(2)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ).

Thus, we have

((X(1) −X(2))(h
(1)
4 − h

(2)
4 )−1 − (X(3) −X(4))(h

(3)
4

−h(4)4 )−1)(h
(1)
P − h

(2)
P )−1 = abP.

Now, we assess the probability of success. In the
forgery stage, the probability that ID∗P = IDθ is 1/qH1

.
The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1 . In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
Combined with the multiple-forking lemma, the proba-
bility of C success is ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) · (1 −

qUN−GPSC/2
k) · (ε3/(qH2

+ qH4
)6 − 3/2k)ε.

In terms of the time complexity, GPSC needs one
pairing operation and UN-GPSC needs four pairing op-
erations. Combined with the multiple-forking lemma,
the running time of C is t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC +
4qUN−GPSC)te.

Proof. (Lemma 3) The proof is similar to that of
Lemma 2.
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5.4 Comparison of Performance

We compare our scheme running in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, which include Li et
al.’s scheme [15], Duan et al.’s scheme [5], Wang et al.’s
scheme [25] and Tian et al.’s scheme [22]. The compari-
son results are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. The pairing
computations that can be pre-computed are not included
in Table 1. P, M and E represent a pairing computa-
tion, a scalar multiplication on G1 and an exponentia-
tion on G2, respectively. From Table 1, we can see that
scheme [15] and [5] need 8 and 7 pairing computations
in the proxy un-signcryption stage, respectively. There-
fore, the computational costs of these two schemes are
higher than those of the other schemes, indicating they
are inefficient. Scheme [25] is the most efficient one in
all stages, but it is vulnerable to the proxy key exposure
attacks. Once the proxy key is exposed in scheme [25],
the original person can compute the private key of the
proxy person. Scheme [22] needs 4 pairing computations
in the delegation stage, and thus the cost greatly exceeds
those of the others, indicating it is inefficient. About the
ciphertext size, our scheme is slightly longer. In general,
our scheme is one of the efficient schemes.

6 Conclusions

Generalized proxy signcryption can realize both proxy sig-
nature and proxy signcryption with only one key pair and
one algorithm, which significantly improves the efficiency
of a system with a large number of users, or with lim-
ited storage space or whose functions may be changed. In
this paper, we propose an identity-based GPSC scheme in
the random oracle model by using bilinear pairings. Our
scheme can perform public verification in proxy signcryp-
tion mode, resist proxy key exposure attacks, resist in-
sider attacks and supports self-delegation. What is more,
it needs no secure channel between the original person and
the proxy person. Under the adaptive chosen ciphertext,
chosen identity and chosen warrant attacks, the confiden-
tiality of our scheme can be reduced to the GBDH hard
problem. Under the adaptive chosen message, chosen
identity and chosen warrant attacks, the unforgeability of
our scheme can be reduced to the GDH ′ hard problem.
Through performance evaluation, our scheme is found to
be practical.
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